
Subject: Rules forum for english users 
Posted by admin on Tue, 17 Mar 2015 14:07:09 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

The purpose of this discussion forum is to help users of my programs (ie created by SP9AUV),
and exchange the user experience in the use of my programs. In this way I will not have to
repeatedly answer the same problem reported by many users. You can browse the forums without
creating an account. However, if you want to write on the forum posts you need to create an
account - ie register. It must be approved by a moderator. I will only approve the callsign amateur
radio users. It would be nice if your personal data was aslo present at the QRZ server and the
data submitted in the created account will be correspond to the data from QRZ server . Once
approved, you will receive to your  e-mail address what put you in a created account process
confirmation link to page what you must click   , and then your account will be really created . This
protect against from SPAM and from spambots. After approved account by admin or moderatot
you can write post to forum , without need aprove by admin .
Please report problems in the section assigned to the program.
1.Section -  can only establish only by the administrator - that is I SP9AUV.
Please, maintain the principle that the expected new thread  must match the name in the content
section .
If you want to create a new thread which does not correspond to the content of this section, you
can write to admin - personal mail with a proposal to create a New section and a description of the
problem. New section I will create if the same problem will be have a few users. My goal is not to
replicate the discussion pages that exist on http://sp7pki.iq24.pl/, because it is difficult to find
something there.
2. The order for the forum: the maintenance of order on the forum is do by the moderators and
administrators , which at this moment is SP9AUV.
2. Writing on the forum: Always write the new topic as it will be in the section discussion. The
thread do not furnishing to the section will be deleted. For the words offensive and widely
recognized as the curse you can be  exclusion from the forum. If you select New thread will not be
responsible section it can be moved to another section or completely removed.
3. Establishment of new topics: assuming a new thread, make sure that a similar already exists
using Forum Search option at the top of the page. If, after a long break and want to return to the
previously begun a discussion, do not assume a new thread.
4. Titles of new thread should be formulated in a precise and comprehensible manner. Try to
include words in the title that best would give about the speech and later help you find the thread.
5. trackers spelling and stylistic and proper words should sign up for a forum on this topic. Paying
attention directly to other users on the forum is not welcome and costs warning.
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